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Abstract Vertical land motion (VLM) is the connection between absolute sea-level (ASL) from a
satellite altimeter (ALT) and relative sea-level from a tide gauge (TG). VLM is often sparsely observed
yet is required for understanding sea-level rise. Many studies have sought to exploit ALT and TG data to
infer VLM, yet regionally correlated systematic errors in altimetry have not been considered. We have
developed a Kalman filtering and smoothing framework to simultaneously estimate location-specific
VLM and residual mission-specific systematic errors in a geocentric reference frame. We used ALT minus
TG, ALT crossovers and global positioning system (GPS) bedrock height observations in a multi-stage
solution approach that gradually separated time-variable parameter estimates in an ill-posed problem. We
evaluated the performance of the method using the Jason-series along-track data in the Baltic Sea, where
glacial isostatic adjustment is the dominant driver of VLM. We estimated local VLM variability at TGs of
up to ∼4.5 mm/yr which is not evident in spatially interpolated GPS velocities. The estimated regional
altimeter errors are significant and within the range of ∼±0.5–2.5 mm/yr. Our approach improves
agreement between ASL estimates from ALT and TG records, provides a ∼20% decrease in root mean
squared error of latitudinal ASL variability at TGs, and a reduction of the ASL rate from altimetry by
∼0.3 mm/yr across the region. This method advances the ALT-TG approach to determining VLM at TG
locations and systematic errors of altimetry, which is broadly applicable to other regional- and global-scale
studies.
Plain Language Summary

Changes in sea-level can be measured relative to the land by
tide gauges, or relative to the center of mass of the Earth by satellite altimeters. These two different types
of sea-level measurements will differ if the land is moving (vertical land motion (VLM)), or if there
are errors in either system. Here we compared tide gauge and altimeter data to estimate how much the
land is moving - at the same time, we estimated small but significant errors in the altimetry system at a
regional scale. We tested our new method over the Baltic Sea and showed this revealed local motion of
some tide gauges that could not be previously detected using other approaches, such as interpolation of
VLM determined from nearby global positioning system sites. Our approach helps refine sea-level change
measurements which are critical for informed management of coastal regions.

1. Introduction
Vertical land motion (VLM) of the Earth's crust occurs over diverse spatial and temporal scales, driven
by surface mass-loading, anthropogenic influences, and tectonic processes (e.g., Pfeffer et al., 2017). VLM
provides the key connection between relative sea-level (RSL) derived from a tide gauge (TG) and absolute
sea-level (ASL) derived from a satellite altimeter (ALT, e.g., Church & White, 2011). ASL data is mainly
comprised of ALT-inferred time series with a near-global coverage, while RSL is typically observed along
well-developed coasts (Neumann et al., 2015). In the areas with sparse long-term TG records, improved
understanding of VLM is critical to help plan better sea-level rise adaptation pathways at local and regional
scales (Cazenave et al., 2014; Church et al., 2013; Woodworth et al., 2011).
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VLM at TG locations is obtained from geodetic observations or, in many cases, inferred from models of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). VLM is directly observable using space-borne techniques such as GNSS (of
which global positioning system (GPS) is the most frequently used, for example, Hammond et al., 2016; Santamaría-Gómez et al., 2011), and TG VLMs are often interpolated from GPS velocities (e.g., Bouin & Wöppelmann, 2010). In the absence of nearby GPS, GIA rates are alternatively applied (e.g., Hay et al., 2015;
Spada & Galassi, 2012), with an often-untested assumption that GIA is the dominant contributor to VLM.
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Inferring VLM at TGs using GPS or GIA is limited. The timespan of GPS data is mostly less than a decade,
and an extrapolated rate is inadequate in many locations (e.g., Featherstone et al., 2015). With a spatially
sparse GPS network, there is an inevitable assumption that the TGs are not influenced by localized dynamics (e.g., Wöppelmann et al., 2009; Woodworth et al., 2017). Comparison of GPS-derived VLM with
GIA signals often highlights regional discrepancies due to the presence of non-GIA processes (e.g., King
et al., 2012).
Given these limitations, numerous investigations have combined ASL from multi-mission ALT and RSL
from multiple TGs to estimate VLM along coastlines (e.g., early studies from Cazenave et al., 1999 and Nerem & Mitchum, 2002). Although this approach could estimate TG VLM since the early 1990s, it is inevitably
affected by residual mission-specific systematic errors (e.g., Beckley et al., 2017), often referred to as bias
drift (e.g., C. S. Watson et al., 2015). This may be expressed at global or regional scales (Fu & Haines, 2013)
and reflects an accumulation of altimetry errors (often within mission specifications) in satellite orbits,
and observed ranges, as well as mismodeled geophysical and environmental processes. The inadequacy of
geophysical corrections remains a significant source of errors in the coastal zones (Benveniste et al., 2020).
Geographically correlated discrepancies between various orbit solutions, reaching ∼2–4 mm/yr over the
operational span of a typical mission, underscore the inherent challenge of estimating sea-level trends over
regional scales (e.g., Couhert et al., 2015; Fu & Haines, 2013). Such differences are greater than the VLM in
many locations. Averaged globally, bias drifts for some altimeter data sets can be non-negligible (e.g., C. S.
Watson et al., 2015).
Estimating VLM from combined ALT and TG data typically involves two basic assumptions (e.g., Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018; Kuo et al., 2004; Ostanciaux et al., 2012; Pfeffer & Allemand, 2016; P. J. Watson, 2019).
First, VLM is parameterized using a linear model following the prevailing approach from the geodetic community. Second any regional or local expression of the altimeter-specific bias drift is considered negligible;
an exception is the work of Santamaría-Gómez et al. (2014), who used double differences between pairs of
nearby TGs and ALT CPs to attenuate this effect and enable the computation of relative VLM at TGs.
Here we present a new methodology centered on a space-time Kalman filter and smoother to simultaneously derive time-variable estimates of both location-specific VLM and mission-specific bias drift making
the use of ALT minus TG, ALT tandem/dual crossover and GPS bedrock height measurements. We develop
a flexible framework with an ability to constrain parameters over space and time, with appropriate treatment of the time-correlated noise structure and spatiotemporal covariances in our observations. Owing to
the close correlation between unknowns, we gradually separate parameters within a multi-stage solution
approach. We assess the performance of the method using along-track records of the reference missions
spanning from September 1992 to March 2020 in the Baltic Sea, surrounded by the coasts with a dense
network of TG and GPS sites.

2. Methodology
2.1. Overview
Figure 1a shows a schematic overview of the data set and nomenclature involved in our multi-stage approach, which is outlined in Figure 1b. First, 1-Hz along-track ASL from nALT
 (1, 2,, l ) altimeters were
extracted at specific offshore comparison point (CP) locations, such that n
(1, 2,, j). Hourly RSL from
CP
n
(1, 2,, i) TGs were then differenced against the contemporaneous ASL at CPs within a distance
TG
threshold to each TG (e.g., 150 km), hereon given the designation altimeter minus tide gauge (ATG). The
∼9.9-day sampling of the Jason-series missions was used as the time base defining each step of our Kalman
computations.
Second, ASL series from multiple missions were differenced at tandem CPs, hereon designated the altimeter
crossover as AXO. Tandem crossovers pertain to two missions in formation-flight on the same ground-track
but separated in time by ∼1–2 minutes. Dual crossovers, occurring between missions on different ground
tracks (e.g., Jason-1 and Envisat), were not used given this study was limited to the Jason-series missions.
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic overview of the problem and data set. The altimeter (ALT) observes absolute sea-level (ASL) at offshore comparison points (CPs, blue
circles). Tide gauges (TGs, red triangles) observe relative sea-level (RSL) at the coasts. We formed altimeter minus tide gauge (ATG) observations by taking
ALT
ALT
 1
 z ALT  1   zqTG  ). Also shown are nearby global positioning system (GPS) sites (green squares) and

the difference of a TG/CP pair (e.g.,  zqATG

 CP1 ,TG1  q  CP1

 TG1
indicative covariances within each observational set (i.e., ASL, RSL and GPS height). A subset of tandem CPs includes altimeter crossovers (AXOs, light blue
ALT1,2
ALT
ALT
AXO 
 zqALT  2   zqALT  1 ). (b) Flowchart of our multicircles) where ASL differences were formed between missions ALT1 and ALT2 (e.g.,  z
 q  CP4

 CP4

 CP4
stage solution approach to decorrelate components of the state vector in successive solutions resulting in simultaneous estimates of bias drift and vertical land
motion (VLM) trend in the same reference frame.

Third, daily height series from nGPS
 (1, 2,, k ) GPS sites were incorporated once resampled to the measured time of the nearest ASL data. Additionally, a priori estimates of state parameters such as VLM or
altimeter drift were constrained as pseudo-observations (PSOs), depending on the specific stage of the multi-solution approach (Figure 1b). Spatiotemporal covariances within each observational set were also considered. Hereon, the terms systematic error and bias drift are used interchangeably.
ATG
Over a study region, these yielded nATG ASL minus RSL observations ( zq ), nAXO ASL differences at crossoAXO
GPS
PSO
vers (zq ), nGPS GPS heights ( zq ) and nPSO PSO constraints ( zq ) to form our input measurement vector:
T

(1)
zq   zqATG zqAXO zqGPS zqPSO 


Using the observational models described in the supporting information (see Text S1.1), we formed the state
vector:
T

(2)
xq   rq vq sq αq ψ q 


comprised of (a) “time-variable” unknowns that included mission-specific bias drifts (rq), location-specific
VLM trends at TG and GPS sites (vq), and temporally correlated measurement noise (ψq), as well as (b)
“time-fixed” across-track ASL slopes ( sq). Additionally, we treated the intercepts (αq), defined at the initial
epoch of each observational series, as “time-variable” unknowns in the first solution of multi-stage approach, and as “time-fixed” quantities in the subsequent solutions (Figure 1b). Hereon, superscripts refer
to observational sets (i.e., ATG , AXO, GPS and PSO) and the subscript q refers to the Kalman timestep of
∼9.9 days.
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We assumed that VLMs (over the lifespan of TG or GPS sites) and bias drifts (over the lifespan of respective
missions) are constant in time during the first and second steps of the multi-stage strategy. However, we let
them vary in time to capture their respective evolution in the last step.
We performed preliminary data analyses to provide (a) a priori estimates of unknowns, (b) content of
time-invariant and -variant noise present in individual observational data, driven by environmental and instrumental errors, and (c) spatiotemporal correlations within observations. The noise characteristics along
with the covariances reflect the underlying random field in the consecutive adjustments.

2.2. Kalman Framework and Implementation
The Kalman algorithm was implemented through a recursive process of forward filtering and backward
smoothing. In the forward pass, a dynamic model predicted a priori estimates of the state vector and covariances using previous a posteriori estimates. The a priori estimates were then filtered using observations up
to and including the epoch of computation. In the backward pass, the a posteriori estimates were optimally
smoothed using all observations available over the computational timespan; this means that all estimates
benefited from all observations in time.
In the forward filtering, following the method set out in Grewal and Andrews (2008), the measurement
equation was constructed to relate the state vector xq with the measurement vector zq allocated to the timestep q as:

zq H q xq  εq
(3)

zq / xq that was specified on an epoch-by-epoch basis. The Gaussian white noise
with design matrix H q 
T

of the observations εq   εqATG εqAXO εqGPS εqPSO  was comprised of individual noise pertaining to ASL mi

ATG
AXO
PSO
GPS
nus RSL (εq ), ASL differences at crossovers (εq ), GPS heights (εq ) and PSO constraints ( εq ), each
with zero-mean. These elements constituted the measurement variance-covariance (VCV) matrix Rq that is
simply expressed in a constant form R as:



 

 

 

 



T

 R ε ATG R ε AXO R ε GPS R ε PSO 
(4)
diag  R   diag Rq 
q
q
q
q





 







where diagonal elements of R εqATG , R εqAXO and R εqGPS included white noise variances of the ATG,
AXO and GPS records, respectively. A priori values of these time-invariant metrics were determined from
spectral analysis of observation residuals following removal of a linear fit (see Section 3.3.2). The off-diagonal elements of these VCV matrices were filled with covariances inferred from empirical semi-variograms





computed from the respective residuals, as described in Section 3.3.3. The diagonal R εqPSO was comprised
of variances associated with tight or loose constraints.
In the forward prediction step, the state vectors at two consecutive timesteps q and q  1 were transitioned
through the discrete-time linear dynamic model expressed as (e.g., Grewal & Andrews, 2008):

xq Φ xq 1  wq
(5)

where Φ is the diagonal transition matrix, equivalent to an identity matrix if all components of the state
vector are treated as random-walk processes. As we approximated the time-dependent noise of observations
(ψq) via a first-order autoregressive (AR1) stochastic model, the corresponding elements in this matrix were
filled with the AR1 coefficients estimated from the spectral analysis of the residuals (see Section 3.3.2).
T
The term wq represents the Gaussian process noise sequences such that wq   wqr wqv wqs wqα wqψ  (noting


superscripts here refer to parameter types). This process noise is vital to our approach in tuning unknowns
r
v
s
α
ψ
including bias drifts ( wq ), VLM trends ( wq ), ASL slopes ( wq ), intercepts (wq ) and time-correlated noise ( wq ),
each with zero-mean, following the state VCV matrix Qq such that:
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T

Q w r Q w v Q w s Q w α Q w ψ 
(6)
diag  Q   diag Qq 
q
q
q
q
q 



 

 

with the diagonal matrices accounted for process noise variances of bias drifts Q wqr , VLMs Q wqv , ASL

 , intercepts Q  , and time-correlated noise Q  .
The diagonal elements of Q  w  were estimated from AR1 noise modeling of the residuals using a power

slopes Q

wqs

wqα

wqψ

ψ
q

spectrum approach (see Section 3.3.2). Here we assumed no spatial correlations within the unknowns, and
we therefore considered all state VCV matrices as simply diagonal. However, where a priori knowledge of
covariances between a specific set of unknowns is reliably available, such as between GPS- and TG-specific
VLM or within mission-specific bias drifts or CP-specific ASL slopes, the off-diagonal elements could be
populated.
We utilized the recursive relations of Kalman prediction and filtering in the forward solutions, and subsequently Rauch-Tung-Striebel smoothing in the backward solutions (Text S1.2). In practice, we first incorporated our observations (recorded with different sampling intervals at diverse times and locations) using the
same timesteps that were adopted from averaging the measurement times of the reference-mission altimeters within each cycle. We thus spatiotemporally linked the noise structure and covariances within each
observational set. Second, the predicted and filtered estimates of the states and the unknown covariances
were determined from the first to the last computational instant. However, as some observations were not
completely recorded over the full period of the satellite altimetry, we assumed individual components of the
predicted and filtered states and covariances as constant in timesteps outside of the associated observational
spans. Third, we used singular value decomposition to complete the inversion of the large-dimension VCV
matrices in the underlying solutions. For the test study outlined below, the matrix to be inverted was typically ∼1900 × 1900 and ∼4000 × 4000 for the filter and smoother gains, respectively (see Text S1.2).
2.3. Solution Approach
We implemented the Kalman filter and smoother using the multi-stage strategy summarized in Figure 1b
(see Figure S1 for more detail). Numerical values for process noise and constraints used in each solution are
provided in Text S1.3.
2.3.1. Solution 1
Owing to the lack of any a priori knowledge, we used a zero-value initial state and large uncertainty for
regional mission-specific bias drifts and selected a small process noise to capture subtle time-variation. We
used a priori VLMs at GPS and TG sites as determined in our preprocessing steps (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3.1)
as tight constraints. Owing to the plausible deviation between the nominal and actual VLMs, it is highly
likely that when using time-fixed intercepts, this configuration would lead to a divergence between filtering
and smoothing estimates of bias drift. To avoid this, we made the ATG intercepts time-variable using a relatively large process noise to enable the capture of both fixed-term intercepts and unmodeled VLM signals.
For consistency, we adopted a similar treatment for GPS intercepts. To improve the smoothness of estimates, we iterated this solution with initial states and uncertainties updated from the median (for estimates
of bias drift) and the initial-epoch (for time-varying intercepts) outputs from the first solution, respectively.
In the iteration, we used trends remaining in the resultant ATG and GPS residuals to automatically adapt
the process noise of intercepts to better capture any time variability present (see Table S1 for the automated
rule set).
2.3.2. Solution 2
Solution 2 was achieved by placing tight constraints on PSOs pertaining to time-fixed linear bias drifts
based on median estimates from the final iteration of Solution 1. We treated the intercepts as time-fixed
parameters from this solution onwards. We further improved our estimates by an iteration, updating the
initial VLM states and uncertainties based on median estimates from the first run. We commenced with a
relatively tight process noise for VLM estimates; however, to capture localized variability in the iteration,
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we made them adaptively looser according to the trends present in the resultant ATG and GPS residuals
(see Table S1). We then flagged geodetic sites subject to substantial non-linear VLM by visual inspection,
and thresholding of the adaptive process noise (see Figure S2). This distinguished geodetic sites with the
linear motion from those with anomalous variability, so that tight or loose constraints for VLM trends in the
subsequent solutions could be determined. The TGs flagged for loose constraints are listed in Text S1.3.2.
2.3.3. Solution 3
Solution 3 had a large uncertainty for initial bias drifts enabling them to adjust accordingly, and tightly constrained VLMs, for those sites identified in the previous solution as being suitably linear. A priori unknowns
and uncertainties were taken based on median estimates from the former solutions. This stage was run
twice (with tight constraints on the resultant bias drifts) to ensure convergence of all parameter estimates.
Within this step, TGs subject to RSL datum issues were identified and excluded from the last solution (see
discussion and Text S2.4.1 for further detail).
AXO intercepts were treated as tight constraints in all solutions to assist in differentiating between bias
drift and VLM estimates, except for the iteration of Solution 3 where the estimates of other parameters
were fixed appropriately. The across-track ASL slopes were tightly constrained to a priori values based on
median estimates from the former solutions to derive time-fixed parameters. The correlated noise was also
modeled with zero initial value and large uncertainty, while the respective process noise was adopted from
AR1 modeling analysis (Section 3.3.2).

3. Data Set and Preliminary Analyses
We tested our approach with a case study in the Baltic region. To reduce the computational cost, we limited the number of CPs up to eight per TG, yielding 189 offshore CPs to form ATG series for five separate
missions (TOPEX-side A, TOPEX-side B, Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3). We similarly limited the
number of CPs to 62 over the catchment to provide AXO series in tandem phases (TOPEX-side B & Jason-1,
Jason-1 & Jason-2 and Jason-2 & Jason-3).
3.1. Tide Gauge and Altimeter Data
3.1.1. Tide Gauge Relative Sea-Level
We used hourly RSL series from 41 TGs (see Figure 2) in local reference frames. These records commence
from the TOPEX launch and have at least 70% completeness over the satellite era. Monthly averaged series
were intercompared between neighboring TGs to check for possible outliers and datum errors. To suppress
sea-level fluctuations caused by wind and atmospheric pressure (Hill et al., 2010), we applied the dynamic
atmospheric correction (DAC) provided by CLS and distributed by AVISO (https://www.aviso.altimetry.fr/).
We then estimated the small ocean tides present in the Baltic using the UTide software (Codiga, 2011). We
included nodal modulations and considered the same constituents as those included within the FES2014b
model (Carrere et al., 2016), thus remaining consistent with ocean tide corrections applied to ALT data
(Section 3.1.2).
3.1.2. Altimeter Absolute Sea-Level
We extracted 1-Hz along-track ASL from TOPEX, Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3 archived in the Radar Altimeter Database System (RADS, Scharroo et al., 2013, data accessed March 11, 2020) relative to
ITRF2008 (Altamimi et al., 2011), at CPs separated by 20 km (Figure 2). We later selected CPs within 150 km
of each TG for ATG differences, while CPs spaced every 50 km were considered for tandem crossovers.
We selected GSFC-Std1204 orbits for TOPEX, and CNES-GDRE for other missions. We considered sea state
bias models of Chambers-BM4 for TOPEX, CLS-nonparametric for Jason-1, and CLS-nonparametric-MLE3
for OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3 each using MLE3 ranges. The TOPEX data does not have the Cal-1 mode
correction applied (Beckley et al., 2017). The ECMWF dry and radiometer-derived wet tropospheric corrections were selected. We applied smoothed dual-frequency ionospheric corrections, adopted with the MLE3
ranges for Jason-2 and Jason-3. For consistency, we extracted the AVISO-disseminated DAC for ALT CPs
used in ATG (Section 3.1.1), and the MOG2D for AXO CPs. We applied the solid-Earth tide, pole tide,
REZVANI ET AL.
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Figure 2. Map of (a) our estimated vertical land motions (VLMs), and (b) VLM differences, global positioning system (GPS)-Krig at tide gauges (TGs) and
Hector at GPS sites subtracted from our approach. TGs with VLM differences considered significant at 1-sigma are highlighted with green annotations.

FES2014a ocean load, and FES2014b ocean tide. We only corrected the radial body pole tide for ATG differences as the ocean pole tide is observed by both the TG and altimeter (Desai et al., 2015). We then estimated
a priori ASL slopes at the CPs from the DTU15 mean sea surface, as a function of the zonal-track distances
of each cycle-by-cycle satellite pass from the respective nominal ground tracks.
3.1.3. Altimeter Minus Tide Gauge
We linearly interpolated the RSL records at the TGs to the times of nearby altimetry observations, and
then differenced to construct the ATG data set. To avoid dependence on altimeter flags, outliers specific to
each CP were detected using two times the interquartile range (IQR) above or below the medians of ATG
residuals following a mission-specific linear fit. The largely wind- and potentially ice-driven seasonality was
then captured via harmonic analysis. We simultaneously estimated mission-specific intercepts and periodic
REZVANI ET AL.
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annual and semi-annual components specific to each CP. Removal of these seasonality terms reduced average variance in the ATG series by ∼34%.

To determine the optimal CPs, many techniques exist (e.g., Oelsmann et al., 2021). Within our CP selection
process, we applied thresholds of a maximum missing data of 30% and a maximum root mean squared
error (RMSE) of 0.5 m over the satellite era. Due to sea ice presence, especially in the northern regions, we
considered a seemingly loose threshold of 70% missing data for ATGs over any one mission. We note that
mission-specific series with at least 30% completeness can still assist in constraining VLM estimates at specific TGs, yet not cause problems with estimation of bias drifts.
We discarded the ATG series with outlying mission-specific trends that exceeded the IQR of trends from all
candidate CPs for any given TG, and then selected the eight CPs with the lowest summation of white and
correlated noise magnitudes (Section 3.3.2). If the ATG series for just one mission at a specific CP failed
against a specific threshold, that CP was excluded from selection for any other mission. Two gauges at TRAV
and KIEL locations failed to yield eight potential CPs (owing to the RMSE and gap thresholds), and were
only associated with two valid CPs each. Our final data set includes 1580 ATG series from 189 CPs.
3.1.4. Altimeter Crossovers
ALT crossovers were formed by differencing the ASL from the interleaved missions. Outlying observations
were detected using two times the IQR above or below the CP-specific, mission-specific medians. We imposed a minimum completeness percentage of 70% over all tandem phases and 60% within any individual
phase. We then discarded within each interleaved phase, those series that exceeded two times the IQR of all
white noise magnitudes in the same tandem phase (section 3.3.2). A 50 km separation criterion yielded 186
tandem crossovers at 62 CPs. Note that 32 of these CPs were used for ATG formations as well (Figure 1a).
3.2. Global Positioning System and Glacial Isostatic Adjustment Data
We used GPS daily heights from April 1994 to April 2018 provided by the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory
(Blewitt et al., 2018, data accessed April 14, 2018) relative to the ITRF2008. We limited these to ensure a
minimum of 3 years of data and more than 70% completeness to select 119 inland series for GPS-Krig interpolations (Table S2), later reduced to 80 sites for computational efficiency. The average span of these 80
series was ∼9.5 years and the spatial distribution is shown in Figure 2. Outliers were detected using three
times the IQR above or below the medians of the residuals following a linear fit.
We estimated a priori GPS VLM trends using the Hector software version 1.6 (Bos et al., 2013). Noise content was modeled using a “white plus power-law” stochastic model (Williams et al., 2004). We visually
inspected the GPS heights to ascertain the instants of instrumental offsets and then fitted a model including
intercept, offsets (where they existed), trend, and annual and semi-annual periodicities. GPS sites with a
trend uncertainty larger than ±2 mm/yr were then excluded. After removal of the offsets and seasonality
terms, the resultant series were linearly interpolated at the times of the nearest ALT data to provide the
9.9156-day height series used in the Kalman filter. We used these resampled series as a sanity check on GPS
VLM estimates from our Kalman solutions, in comparison with the Hector trends using the daily series.
For later comparison we linearly interpolated the ICE6G_D GIA rates (available on a 0.2° × 0.2° grid, Peltier
et al., 2018) to GPS and TG locations, last accessed November 18, 2018. This specific model was constructed
up to degree and order 512 (∼40 km) and used the VM5a Earth rheological model, ICE6G_D surface mass
loading history and BEDMAP2 bathymetry in the Southern Ocean.
3.3. Preliminary Analyses
3.3.1. Relative Sea-Level and Vertical Land Motion Trends at Tide Gauge
In a similar approach to Hay et al. (2015), we estimated RSL trends at TGs using a Kalman filtering and
smoothing approach with “white plus AR1” stochastic noise modeling. These RSL trends were later used in
assessing the method implications for measuring sea-level rise (see Section 4.2). We derived the measurement noise magnitudes, time-correlated process noise, and AR1 transition coefficients from spectral analysis of the input data (Text S1.4.2). We set the process noise of 10 −3/ 9.9 mm/yr s and 10−1/ 9.9 mm/ s
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(where s is the ∼9.9-day Kalman timestep) for secular trends and intercepts of all TGs. We supposed a relatively loose process noise for intercepts to appropriately derive linear trends in the presence of interdecadal
variability due to the strong influence of North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) mainly in the northern and central regions (e.g., Han et al., 2019; Hünicke & Zorita, 2008; Woolf et al., 2003). Spatiotemporal covariances
within RSL noise were applied up to a length-scale of 250 km (Figure S8). We did not impose covariances
within the state parameters (i.e., the RSL trends or intercepts) to avoid spatial smoothing in the presence of
local variability.
Next, we estimated a priori TG VLMs using a Kriging interpolation of all GPS velocities within 150 km of
each TG (hereon referred to as GPS-Krig). Note that ∼24%, ∼54% and ∼78% of TGs have GPS within 10, 30
and 50 km, respectively. For an individual TG, we setup a Universal Kriging model z VLM
 F x  ε VLM to
VLM
, through a nVLM  1 matrix of
link between the TG VLM unknown x and nVLM GPS VLM observations z

ones F and Gaussian white noise ε VLM. We interpolated the VLM trend at TG location using generalized
least squares minimization (Chilès & Delfiner, 2012, page 178). We weighted the GPS trends near to an
individual TG by the inverse of the white noise variances such that:
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to consider in quadrature the nominal VLM uncertainties at the GPS sites σ ε Nom  , and added uncer
 GPS
Dist


tainties σ ε
driven by the GPS and TG separation that were empirically inferred from semi-var
 TG, GPS
iogram analysis of the GPS VLM estimates over the region (see Figure S3 and Table S3).

 

As the semi-variogram of the noise ε VLM can be practically approximated by the semi-variogram of the
VLM
observations z
in such a small random field (Montero et al., 2015, page 119), we computed spatial
covariances between GPS VLM noise using an empirical semi-variogram of ICE6G_D predictions over Fennoscandia (Figure S4). We further added in quadrature the spatially interpolated Kriging of the GPS uncertainties (in the vicinity of 150 km) to the output Kriging uncertainty. This assisted to provide conservative
uncertainties to the interpolated VLM, particularly where the GPS is only a few kilometers away from the
TG (and thus the Kriging uncertainty alone would be small, Figure S5). The resultant TG uncertainties are
shown in Figure S6 as a function of latitude against the nominal GPS uncertainties used in the GPS-Krig
interpolations. Our a priori VLM estimates and their uncertainties at GPS and TG locations are listed in
Tables S2 and S5. See Text S1.4.1 for more details.
3.3.2. Noise Analysis
To set up the Kalman filter and smoother settings, accurate knowledge of the temporally variant and invariant noise content at each measurement location is required. We used Lomb-Scargle power spectra of
residuals (following removal of a linear fit) to estimate parameters quantifying the noise content of ATG
and GPS observations, assuming “white plus AR1” as a plausible stochastic model. For noise at ALT tandem
crossovers, we however assumed a white-only stochastic model, as the records are relatively short and ASL
from two missions are measured with a delay of ∼1–2 min, effectively sampling the same ocean surface.
In the case of the ATG series, we also assumed the correlated noise level to be common across all missions,
as significantly contributed from the unmodeled residual ocean variability between the CP and TG locations.
We fitted the following functional model to one-sided power spectrum     of the observation residuals
as a function of normalized frequencies, 0    0.5, (Buttkus, 2000; page 248):
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  and  2  w  of white and AR1
time-correlated noise respectively (where  2      2  w  is imposed), as well as AR1 coefficient   
(where 0      1).

to estimate the stochastic noise parameters, which are the magnitudes 
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We populated white noise magnitudes of ATG σ 2 ε ATG  σ 2 εqATG , AXO σ 2 ε AXO  σ 2 εqAXO and GPS
height σ
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in the matrix Rq to specify the associated noise levels. We populated the AR1

 

 

process noise magnitudes σ 2 w ψ  σ 2 wqψ in the diagonal elements of the matrix Qq that are associated
with time-correlated noise of the ATG and GPS series. The AR1 coefficients were populated as diagonal elements of the transition matrix Φ, that are associated with time-correlated ATG and GPS noise unknowns.
For more details, see Text S1.4.2 and Figure S7.
3.3.3. Semi-Variogram Analysis
To quantify the similarity between nearby random variables at different spatial and temporal scales, we
used observation covariances within each timestep of our Kalman filter. First, we separately derived emALT
TG
GPS
pirical semi-variances of ASL (εq ), RSL (εq ) and GPS height (εq ) noise, by differencing the associated
residuals (after removal of a linear fit) at a suite of paired locations. Second, we estimated parameters of a
Gaussian negative-definite model in terms of partial sill, nugget effect and range (e.g., Montero et al., 2015),
fitted to the resultant semi-variances at temporal slices (up to 10 days, Figure S8), to arrive at spatiotemporal
modeling of semi-variograms and co-variograms for each set of observations. Third, we extracted the spatioATG
AXO
temporal covariances within ATG (εq ) and AXO (εq ) noise using relations from the propagation of random errors. We populated these covariances in the off-diagonal elements of the matrix Rq for measurements
separated by up to 250 km. We therefore related the noise structure of each set of observations, recorded at
different space and times, within each Kalman step. See Text S1.4.3 for more details.

4. Results
We applied the methodology to the Baltic region to derive VLM, bias drift, and subsequently ASL estimates.
To evaluate the performance, we first compared our estimated VLM trends at TGs with those from the
GPS-Krig interpolations and the GIA predictions. We then used our VLMs to attain ASL estimates from
RSL at TGs and investigate the spatial coherence. We compared these with ASL from altimetry alone computed at CPs (with and without bias drift corrections), and findings from the solution if bias drifts were not
considered.
Next, a suite of experiments was undertaken to examine the sensitivity of the solutions to unresolved issues
in a priori VLM estimates and RSL datums at TGs. We then tested the sensitivity of the solution spatial domain. We also repeated our solutions to estimate bias drifts using a priori VLMs taken from the GIA model
in comparison to those from the use of GPS-Krig VLMs. Finally, we assessed the Kalman performance and
reliability of our results through residuals and a posteriori analysis.
4.1. Vertical Land Motion Estimates
Figure 2 shows our VLM trends estimated at 41 TG and 80 GPS sites, compared with those from the interpolated GPS-Krig and Hector analyses, respectively. A long-wavelength uplift peaked in the northwest of
Bothnia and transited to maximum subsidence in the Danish straits. Our VLM trends at GPS sites are in
reasonable agreement with Hector estimates with a weighted mean difference of +0.03 mm/yr and weighted root mean squared error (WRMSE) of 0.18 mm/yr (Table S4). We repeated this comparison using “white
plus random-walk” modeling of the GPS height noise which resulted in a weighted mean difference of
−0.01 mm/yr and WRMSE of 0.20 mm/yr. None of these VLM differences were statistically significant
using either noise model. This is an important internal consistency check given we only used GPS data at
the ∼9.9-day Kalman timesteps (instead of daily sampling as used in Hector analysis). In contrast, our VLM
estimates are significantly different from the interpolated GPS-Krig VLMs at several TGs (Table S5).
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Figure 3. Profile of vertical land motion (VLM) differences per latitude, ours minus global positioning system (GPS)Krig at tide gauges (TGs, blue squares) and ours minus Hector at GPS sites (orange circles). Significant differences at
1-sigma are labelled and highlighted in green. The weighted average and standard devition (STD) of the differences are
annotated. Error bars are ±1-sigma having been scaled by the a posteriori variance factor.

The presence of localized variation in VLM at some TGs could also be inferred from slightly higher uncertainties of our estimated trends, computed from Equation S21 after scaling by the a posteriori variance factor (Figure S11). We flagged TGs where the VLM differences are statistically significant at the 1-sigma level
(shown in green labels in Figure 2). At the 1.96-sigma level, estimated VLMs of TGs at DAUG, RODV, SKAN
and SKUL locations were identified to have significant differences to the GPS-Krig interpolated trends.
Figure 3 shows the VLM differences (ours minus GPS-Krig at TGs, and ours minus Hector at GPS sites) as
a function of latitude across the region. While the GPS differences appear consistent (as expected, WRMSE
of 0.18 mm/yr and standard deviation of 0.28 mm/yr), we could distinguish 16 TGs (green labels, Figures 2
and 3), where the VLMs are significantly different to GPS-Krig values (at 1-sigma). These anomalous differences range from −4.10 to +4.59 mm/yr. Excluding these, the standard deviation of the remaining 25 TGs
is 0.70 mm/yr (reduced from 1.51 mm/yr). We repeated these comparisons against the ICE6G_D VLMs in
Text S2.1.
4.2. Implications of Vertical Land Motion for Absolute Sea-Level at Tide Gauges
We estimated ASL at TGs by applying our VLM estimates to the RSL trends and investigated the spatial
coherency of sea-level trends. The spatial dispersion in RSL (Figure 4a) and improved coherency in ASL
(Figure 4b) suggest that we detected local variability in VLM throughout the region (at least at TG locations). Figure S12 map ASL derived using the GPS-Krig and the ICE6G_D VLMs, with substantial discrepancies from our solution persisting particularly in the Gulf of Riga. These alternative ASL show a greater
variability, arguably inconsistent with the expected sea-level variation over the temporal and spatial scales
considered here. Our ASL estimates at TGs (Figure 4b) are broadly consistent with those obtained from the
SLCCI altimetry data set (Madsen et al., 2019), noting their analysis does not consider systematic errors in
the altimetry.
Figure 5 shows a latitudinal profile of ASL estimates from our VLMs, GPS-Krig interpolations and the
ICE6G_D predictions. For illustrative purposes, we modeled the variation in ASL by fitting a quadratic polynomial as a function of latitude to each data set. As shown, the difference between ASL derived from GIA
and our VLM estimates steadily decrease with increasing latitude. The RMSE of the ASL trends about the
corresponding polynomials is 0.87 mm/yr when using our VLMs, against 1.07 and 1.12 mm/yr from GPSKrig and ICE6G_D VLMs, respectively, a reduction in ASL variability by ∼19% and 22% in terms of RMSE.

As a quality control check, we derived ASL trends at already used CPs from altimetry alone, determined
outside of our multi-stage approach (but still using our mission-specific bias drifts (Section 4.3) and relative intra and inter-mission biases (Text S2.3). We used an appropriate Kalman approach with “white plus
AR1” stochastic noise modeling. Prior to implementation, we performed spectral analysis to determine the
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Figure 4. Map of (a) relative sea-level (RSL) and (b) absolute sea-level (ASL) trends using our vertical land motion (VLM) estimates at tide gauges (TGs). As
per previous figures, significant VLM differences at 1-sigma are highlighted with green annotations.

measurement noise, the process noise of time-correlated errors and AR1 transition coefficients (Text S1.4.2).
We applied spatiotemporal covariances within the ASL noise from the semi-variogram analysis (Figure S8),
up to a length-scale of 250 km. We estimated linear ASL trends and intercepts specific to the CPs with the
same process noise used from the RSL analysis (Section 3.3.1). The process noise on the intercepts was relatively loose to withstand the effects of NAO-related variability on the secular rates (e.g., Han et al., 2019).
Figure 6 shows good agreement between our ASL estimates at TGs (using RSL and our VLMs, Table S5)
and at ALT CPs (using ASL from the procedure above having applied our bias estimates). We then estimated ASL trends at the CPs from altimetry alone after applying our inter- and intra-mission biases, but not
applying the bias drifts (Figure S22). The RMSE of these ASLs about the fitted polynomial is 0.78 mm/yr
(compared to 0.72 mm/yr using the solution with our bias drifts and relative biases applied).
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Figure 5. Profile of absolute sea-level (ASL) trends at tide gauges (TGs) by latitude, comparing estimates derived from
applying our vertical land motion (VLM) to relative sea-level (RSL) (green circles) with those from global positioning
system (GPS)-Krig (blue triangles) and ICE6G_D glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) (pink squares) alternatives. Solid
and dashed lines show a quadratic polynomial fitted to each set of ASL estimates per latitude with root mean squared
error (RMSE) about this fit annotated in the legend. For clarity, latitudes of TGs where ASL is derived from GIA and
GPS-Krig are shifted by +0.015° and −0.015°, respectively. Error bars are ±1-sigma scaled by the a posteriori variance
factor.

4.3. Altimeter Systematic Errors
Figure 7 shows our estimates of mission-specific bias drift over the region. Note that the filtering (colored
lines) is from the first run of Solution 3, and the smoothing (black lines) from its iteration (see Figure 1b).
Convergence between the forward and backward solutions is evident after ∼2.5 years. The averaged values
of the smoothed drifts are larger than those found in global solutions (e.g., C. S. Watson et al., 2015); however, they are consistent with mission specifications and estimates of regional-specific orbit errors (e.g.,
Couhert et al., 2015).
As we imposed a relatively tight process noise, the estimated uncertainties for the smoothed bias drifts are
likely optimistic. Alternatively, the filtering uncertainties, shown in Figure 7, are a factor of 3–4 higher and
likely more realistic. The latter uncertainties are consistent with the global uncertainty assessment by C. S.
Watson et al. (2019) as a function of mission duration.

Figure 6. Latitudinal profile of absolute sea-level (ASL) trends at tide gauges (TGs) using relative sea-level (RSL) plus
our, global positioning system (GPS)-Krig and glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA) vertical land motion (VLM) trends,
compared with those derived at comparison points (CPs) using altimetry alone after applying estimated bias drifts and
relative biases. Solid and dashed lines show a quadratic polynomial fitted to each set of ASL estimates per latitude with
root mean squared error (RMSE) annotated. Error bars are ±1-sigma scaled by the a posteriori variance factor.
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Figure 7. Estimated bias drifts over the study region, estimated from Solution 3. Forward and backward estimates show convergence after approximately
2.5 years. Relatively tight process noise enables subtle evolution in time of this mission-specific parameter in the forward filtering (colored lines). The
return smoothing pass effectively constrains the variables to derive time-fixed estimates (black lines and annotated values and uncertainties). The filtering
uncertainties are also provided in brackets for comparison. All uncertainties are 1-sigma scaled by the a posteriori variance factor.

4.4. Sensitivity Analysis
We undertook “mild” and “extreme” perturbation experiments to assess the dependence of the solutions
on a priori TG VLMs. We randomly selected six TGs, labeled SIMR, SKAG, RAUM, KEMI, FORS and LIEP
(Figure 2), and artificially perturbed the ATG observations by spurious trends between −2.6 and + 2.3 mm/
yr in the mild, and between −1.4 to +5.8 mm/yr in the extreme, scenario (Table S7). A priori VLMs of
these gauges were incorrect in comparison to the control (unperturbed) case, such that the arithmetic averages of perturbations were −0.13 and + 2.5 mm/yr in the respective experiments. We ran the multi-stage
solutions as per the control case. The results show that, on average, ∼82% and ∼85% of the perturbations
were respectively retrieved in VLM estimates of perturbed gauges in the mild and extreme scenarios (see
Figure S14). As four out of the six TGs had erroneous a priori VLMs greater than or equal to 2 mm/yr in
each scenario, we expected some influence on bias drift estimates in Solution 1 given a slight shift in the
“datum” imposed by the a priori TG VLMs (Figure 1b). We noticed a negligible change in bias drifts for the
mild scenario (∼−0.06 mm/yr) and a small change for the extreme case (∼+0.31 mm/yr). We also observed
weighted average shifts in VLM estimates of unperturbed gauges of +0.04 and −0.24 mm/yr in the mild
and extreme experiments, respectively (with WRMSE of 0.05 and 0.26 mm/yr, respectively). More details
are given in Text S2.4.1.
We further investigated the worst-case scenario where the GPS network is poorly distributed, such that
GPS-Krig would fail to provide reasonable a priori VLM at all TGs. We, in turn, derived a priori TG VLM
outside our engine using a weighted least squares adjustment of the ATG data, constrained using null
bias drifts. The resultant TG VLM estimates differed from the GPS-Krig values by a weighted average of
+0.39 mm/yr and a relatively large standard deviation of 1.68 mm/yr. We ran the multi-stage approach
using these new a priori VLMs and noticed a weighted average shift of +0.37 mm/yr in TG VLM trends and
an associated negative change of −0.41 to −0.49 mm/yr in bias drift estimates, as per the control case. The
resultant datum shift is compatible with our findings enforced with zero-drift constraints (e.g., Figure S20).
This test highlights the importance of a priori VLM that is independent of altimetry systematic errors and
is reasonably accurate at most TGs relative to an absolute reference frame. We return to this dependence in
the discussion.
To evaluate the potential effect of RSL datum errors, we perturbed three randomly selected TGs (FORS,
SIMR and SKAG, Figure 2), with artificial offsets of +30, +50 and +10 mm placed at the midpoint and
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extending to the endpoint time of Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3 missions, respectively (Figure S16).
We then repeated our noise analysis for ATG measurements and observed that these perturbations led to
down-weighting of the observations relating to FORS, SIMR and SKAG by ∼29%, 48% and 12%, respectively (Table S8). We similarly ran the multi-stage solutions for the new data set as per the unperturbed
case. The results show that these perturbations caused changes of +0.15, +0.28 and + 0.07 mm/yr in bias
drift estimates of Jason-1, OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason-3, respectively, suggesting only slight sensitivity to the
datum changes. However, our VLM estimates for the perturbed TGs changed significantly by +1.53, +3.17
and −0.12 mm/yr at FORS, SIMR and SKAG locations (as expected). The remainder of TG VLMs also experienced a shift with a weighted average of −0.08 mm/yr and WRMSE of 0.17 mm/yr (Figure S17). This
experiment emphasizes the importance of detection and removal of large datum errors in providing reliable
estimates of TG VLMs (see Text S2.4.1).
To examine possible effects of small spatial scale variability in our bias drifts on ASL estimates, we separately ran the multi-stage solutions for the southern and northern parts of the Baltic catchment. The resultant
bias drifts from the sub-domains are within ±0.06 mm/yr of those from the full domain (Table S9). The
VLM differences between sub-domains and our full domain have a WRMSE of 0.12 mm/yr (Figure S18).
We thus retrieved the same latitudinal pattern for ASL at TGs (see Figure S19). As expected, we saw slightly
increased uncertainty (by a factor of ∼1.5) for bias drift estimates from each sub-domain solution.

To inspect the impact of bias drift corrections on ASL estimates, we further compared our ASL at TGs with
those where TG VLMs were derived with bias drifts constrained to be zero. The RMSE of ASL trends about
the fitted polynomial is 0.88 mm/yr using TG VLMs from the zero-drift solution (only marginally higher
than 0.87 mm/yr from the nominal solution). This experiment, however, suggests that discarding bias drift
estimates would mostly affect the absolute magnitude of the ASL in the region - here we find that on average
ASL is overestimated by ∼0.3 mm/yr along the coasts (see Figures S20 and S21).

Finally, we repeated our multi-stage solutions using a priori VLMs taken from the ICE6G_D model with a
nominal uncertainty of ±1 mm/yr (Text S2.4.3). This led to a positive shift in our bias drift estimates ranging
from +0.71 to +0.80 mm/yr, compared with the preferred solution (Figure S23). This is compatible with the
difference between a priori TG VLMs derived from the GIA and GPS-Krig over the Fennoscandian region
(a weighted average of −0.69 mm/yr and standard deviation of 0.71 mm/yr, noting the difference in sign is
expected given the inverse relationship between bias drift and VLM).
4.5. Residuals and a Posteriori Analysis
To test if our Kalman filter operated effectively, we assessed the convergence between estimates of filtering
and smoothing solutions. We postulated that convergence of bias drifts (e.g., after ∼2.5 years as seen in
Figure 7) is an indication that these estimates are separable from other temporally correlated parameters.
We individually investigated the time series of our a posteriori estimates of cycle-by-cycle averaged “white
plus AR1” noise on a per TG basis, location-specific TG VLM, ATG intercept pertaining to a TG/CP pair,
and CP-specific ASL slope, ensuring appropriate decorrelation of parameters from the noise content in the
multi-stage approach. We show the relevant outputs for a representative TG and CP in Figures S24–S27. We
also checked the spatial coherence of ASL slopes over the region, and the deviations from a priori values
(Figure S29). We then computed the weighted average “stack” of the “white plus AR1” residuals present
in the ATG combinations of all TGs from our final solution to investigate the presence of any unmodeled
time-variable signals. Figure 8 shows these residuals, which provide evidence of non-linear signals which
we return to in the discussion.
We further evaluated the robustness of our results through a suite of a posteriori quality control analysis.
First, we computed the cycle-by-cycle weighted average of differences between our TG VLM estimates and
a priori GPS-Krig values. As expected, these were small and did not exceed our a priori “datum” uncertainty
of ±0.59 mm/yr (see Figure 3).
Second, we assessed the final estimates of ATG intercept that may have the potential to soak up VLM or bias
drift signals. Note ATG intercepts were treated as time-variable parameters in the initial step of our multi-stage approach, and as time-fixed quantities in the subsequent solutions (see Section 2.3). We constructed
the weighted average of ATG intercepts from Solution 3 on a per TG basis, after the removal of the median
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Figure 8. Cycle-by-cycle weighted average stack of “white plus AR1” residuals of altimeter minus tide gauge (ATG)
combinations over the region from the final solution of our multi-stage approach, with mission-specific root mean
squared error (RMSE) annotated.

of individual intercept series. No significant residual trend remained, suggesting our ATG intercepts are
effectively robust for subsequent analysis.
Lastly, we searched for evidence of spatially correlated common-mode errors in the estimated TG VLMs
that would arise if there was imperfect modeling of bias drifts. We computed the cycle-by-cycle weighted
average TG VLMs and monitored the stability over time. The results show a smooth transition between
missions suggesting negligible decorrelation errors (Figure S28), and no significant step-change in bias drift
estimates over any one mission lifespan. This adds confidence to our interpretation of the relatively high
bias drift estimate for the TOPEX-side B mission. See Text S2.5 for more details.

5. Discussion
We have estimated, in the same solution, VLM trends and regional altimeter systematic errors using ALT,
TG and GPS data. A serious challenge was the separation of mission-specific bias drifts and TG-specific
VLMs in the presence of time-correlated noise. The inherent assumption of our solution is that the a priori
VLMs interpolated from the GPS network are reasonable at most TG locations. This condition effectively
sets a stable datum for the first solution and enables refinement of both bias drift and VLM in subsequent
solutions.
In the context of the Baltic Sea as our case study, it is assumed that GIA is the main driver of VLM (e.g.,
Fjeldskaar, 1994; Lambeck et al., 1998; Milne et al., 2001). We expected, however, non-GIA factors also
influence the ASL estimation from TG records in this region. GPS and GIA VLM trends at GPS locations
reveal a median discrepancy of +0.39 mm/yr, and a standard deviation of 0.98 mm/yr, consistent with the
findings of Johansson et al. (2002) and Lidberg et al. (2010). The important question is whether TG locations experience similar or greater local VLM variability that simply cannot be inferred by either interpolated GPS or GIA VLMs.
Our approach suggests that local variability is present, yielding VLM estimates at some TGs significantly
different from interpolated GPS trends (Figure 3). For example, SASS, DAUG, SKUL and RODV TGs were
estimated to have VLM differences of +1.26, +2.92, +4.08 and −4.53 mm/yr from the nearest GPS at the
SASS, OJAR, LIMB and BUDP sites located 0.3, 14.1, 28.3 and 54.5 km away, respectively. These indicate the
potential of localized variability, at least at some TGs, mostly in the central and southern regions (Figures 2b
and S9b). An alternate hypothesis is that these anomalies arise from undocumented changes to individual
RSL datums. However, the cycle-by-cycle weighted averages of ATG “white plus AR1” residuals associated
with these gauges show no obvious shifts indicative of datum errors. Previous TG VLM estimates in the
region by Kuo et al. (2004) and Santamaría-Gómez et al. (2014) differed from our preferred solution with
weighted averages of the differences of +1.51 and +1.11 mm/yr and the WRMSE of 0.75 and 0.67 mm/
yr, respectively. It is difficult to provide meaningful interpretation of these comparisons given significant
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differences in time span considered, as well as different terrestrial reference frames and dissimilar altimetry
products used. Our VLM estimates improved the spatial coherency of ASL and advocate that the use of
interpolated GPS or GIA models is inadequate for accurately estimating ASL at TG locations.
We fitted a quadratic polynomial to the ASL derived using our VLMs versus those from GPS-Krig and GIA
alternatives, and evaluated the sea-level variability by latitude. Our approach gives a ∼20% reduction in
RMSE of ASL variability (Figure 5). Our ASL estimates at TGs show good agreement with those from altimetry alone at CPs using our bias drifts and relative biases (Figure 6). We inferred a latitudinal dependence for
ASL variability across the coasts that is consistent with the finding from the SLCCI altimetry data set (Madsen et al., 2019) and explained by climate-driven processes (Graham, 2004; Granskog et al., 2006; Hansson
et al., 2011; Lehmann et al., 2011). We deduced an increasing rate of ASL by latitude, such that the weighted
averages of our ASL trends in the southern and northern regions are +3.67 ± 0.44 and +5.23 ± 0.46 mm/yr,
each slightly higher than the global average rate (e.g., ∼+3.0 ± 0.4 mm/y, Nerem et al., 2018).

Our evidence supports the presence of small but significant regional systematic errors in altimetry records
with magnitudes that are larger than the mean estimates reported in global assessments (e.g., C. S. Watson et al., 2015), yet consistent with expectations based on orbit differences (Couhert et al., 2015; Fu &
Haines, 2013). Our bias drifts appear robust as confirmed by the solution using a priori ICE6G_D VLMs,
slightly shifting them in positive direction compatible with the discrepancy between GIA and GPS-interpolated values. Ignoring altimeter systematic errors hinders our ability to reach the regional accuracy goal
of ∼±1 mm/yr for VLM (Wöppelmann & Marcos, 2016), and ∼±0.5 mm/yr for ASL (Ablain et al., 2015).
We investigated the implication of altimeter bias drifts for ASL estimates at CPs using altimetry alone, applying our inter- and intra-mission biases but not applying the bias drifts (Figure S22). Neglecting these small
systematic errors led to an overestimation of the average magnitude of ASL by ∼0.3 mm/yr. We reached the
same conclusion with ASL at TGs, estimated by applying our VLMs to RSL trends, underscoring the importance of altimeter performance evaluation at regional scales (Figure S21).

It is well recognized that the detection and removal of often pervasive RSL datum errors are challenging
when using TG data for any trend analysis (e.g., Nerem & Mitchum, 2002; Wöppelmann et al., 2008; C.
S. Watson et al., 2015; Woodworth et al., 2017). Our sensitivity experiment suggests the effects on bias
drifts are minimal when the datum errors are mitigated by automatic down-weighting of the ATG observations, except for large shifts (e.g., 50 mm) that were not manually detected. Our approach can detect TGs
with potential datum issues as part of the solutions, which may flag further investigation and resolution of
site-specific effects. This process enabled us to identify the GDANSK/NOWY PORT (GDAN) as a suspect
TG (Figure S15, datum offset of ∼55 mm at ∼2013.7), confirmed by later differencing against the WLADYSLAWOWO (WLAD) TG located 48 km away. Our tests show that we were able to notice considerable datum
errors of +30 and +50 mm, but a small datum shift of +10 mm could not be easily detected (Section 4.4).
This breakdown point raises the alternate hypothesis: TGs identified with anomalous VLM may alternatively (or in addition) suffer from unresolved changes to their RSL datums. The worst-case scenario is a small
datum change placed at the midpoint time of the satellite era, e.g., a 15 mm datum shift at the midpoint time
of 2006.45 would impart a linear trend error of 0.54 mm/yr over the full record. Therefore, datum instabilities may still contribute to what we recognized as VLM variability.
We assessed the sensitivity to a priori TG VLMs by our “mild” and “extreme” perturbation experiments.
These suggest that over 80% of the magnitude of VLM perturbations are recovered if a priori estimates related to ∼15% of the TGs were incorrect. The perturbations only partly affect bias drift estimates (changes of up
to ∼−0.07 mm/yr and ∼+0.32 mm/yr for the mild and extreme scenarios respectively) and partially influence the VLM of the unperturbed gauges (Figure S14). Investigating the use of ATG trends outside our engine as a priori estimates of VLM highlights the importance of these nominal values in setting the datum and
consequently our ability to resolve altimeter systematic errors. Keeping the a priori values independent of
altimetry is therefore necessary, and thus we rely heavily on reasonable coverage of GPS-interpolated VLMs.
The assumption that “whole-of-system” bias drifts evolve linearly over the timespan of an individual mission is undoubtedly optimistic. Global analyses have shown non-linear effects with the TOPEX mission
(e.g., C. S. Watson et al., 2015, and Beckley et al., 2017), and any comparison between competing orbit
solutions shows a complex behavior in space and time (e.g., Couhert et al., 2015). Our solution investigates
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the weighted averaged “stack” of residuals present in the ATG combinations and observes any unmodeled
time-variable signals (Figure 8). The RMSE of the residuals (the summation of the estimated white and AR1
noise magnitudes) was in reasonable agreement with the RMSE of residuals in global studies (e.g., C. S.
Watson et al., 2015). We detected some expression of non-linear signals particularly with the OSTM/Jason-2
mission. It is difficult to assess whether this time-variable signal is “real”; however, signals of similar magnitude are present in some in-situ validation time series used to determine the altimeter absolute bias (e.g.,
Haines et al., 2020; C. S. Watson et al., 2020). Analysis of orbit differences also suggests that the magnitude
of this signal is plausible over spatial scales of a few thousand kilometers (e.g., Ablain et al., 2015).
A requirement of all Kalman-type implementations is an appropriate tuning of the filter, that is, defining
the measurement noise and covariances as well as the state process noise and covariances used to construct
the Kalman gains. This tuning is mainly dependent on the a priori assumptions built into the measurement equation and dynamic model. Our configurations are also reliant on the intrinsic characteristics of
the study area. For example, the VLM field over Fennoscandia is relatively stable in time and therefore a
tight process noise would be fine to estimate the quite linear VLM trends. Filter divergence occurs when
the balance between TG-specific VLMs and mission-specific bias drifts is not achieved between and across
space and time. We addressed this through the multi-stage decorrelation of parameters (Figure 1b), arriving
at data-driven solutions within a flexible framework that is suitable to derive variables of interest through
proper tuning of the filter. We thus enabled accurate determination of the state parameters (e.g., TG VLMs)
in the presence of significant noise (e.g., typical RMSE of ATG observations of ∼30 mm at a single CP).

The assumptions and configurations used here may not be appropriate in areas with different characteristics. For example, looser process noise is required for VLM trend estimates where significant non-linearity
is present. We recognized anomalous geodetic sites using a threshold process noise that is dependent on
the variability of the study VLM field. We offered a linear model to set up the relation between VLM and
observations (Text S1.1), but this may not be suitable where extreme non-linear signals are present. As part
of future work, we may dynamically change and adapt our process noise for intercepts related to potentially
suspect TGs, or those that experience co- or post-seismic deformation, thus characterizing datum issues
without undue influence on the mission-specific estimates.

The average reduction of ∼34% in the ATG variance following the removal of seasonality highlights the
presence of residual signal of oceanographic origin between the ALT and TG sampling locations. Any potential time-dependent non-seasonal contribution from this unresolved signal is quite difficult to quantify
and is likely a significant limitation in any ATG-style approach for the determination of VLM, especially in
regions with complex and dynamic ocean conditions.

6. Conclusions
We developed a Kalman-based methodology to adjust ATG, altimeter tandem/dual crossover, and GPS bedrock height observations to solve for localized vertical land motion and regionally coherent altimeter systematic errors (bias drifts) simultaneously. The key to our data-driven approach is the gradual decorrelation
of unknowns over space and time within a multi-stage procedure, with appropriate treatment of time-invariant and time-variant noise content and spatiotemporal covariances in our observations.
We demonstrated the performance of the method in the Baltic Sea, where an abundance of TG and GPS
sites exist, and ∼24% of TGs have GPS sites in the vicinity of 10 km. Our method detected localized VLM at
some TGs, particularly those situated in the southern region, that cannot be inferred by either interpolated
GPS or GIA VLMs. This yields a more spatially coherent set of ASL estimates at TGs when computed using
RSL plus our VLMs, with a ∼20% reduction in RMSE of a quadratic polynomial fitted to the ASL per latitude, as compared to those using GPS or GIA based VLMs. Our ASL estimates at TGs are in good agreement
with those inferred from altimetry alone at CPs using our bias drifts and relative biases applied to the ALT
records. A comparison between our ASL at TGs and those computed using GIA VLMs also underscores the
importance of non-GIA contributors for monitoring long-term sea-level rise.
Our estimates of “whole-of-system” altimeter systematic errors are significant (ranging from −4.6 mm/yr
for TOPEX-side B to +2.6 mm/yr for OSTM/Jason-2), and considered plausible given mission specifications
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and known spatially coherent differences between competing orbit solutions. The solution when the ICE6G_D GIA was used as a priori VLM at TGs slightly shifted bias drifts in positive direction, consistent with
the discrepancy between the GIA and GPS-interpolated VLMs. Comparing our solutions to those where
bias drifts were constrained to zero reveals that the ASL could be overestimated by ∼0.3 mm/yr across the
region if the mission-specific errors were not considered.
Our robust approach could recover above 80% of VLMs at a few TGs (∼15%) with perturbed records, and
was also able to flag RSL datum errors of at least 30 mm (with a likely threshold of ∼15 mm). Our method
does however remain dependent on a “reasonable” set of a priori estimates of VLM as obtained from a
GPS network to initially constrain the “datum” of estimated drifts. This emphasizes the ongoing need to
install GPS directly at the TG or the nearest feasible location for optimal GPS coverage, as highlighted in
the long-standing recommendation from the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission (Woodworth
et al., 2016). Some evidence of non-linearity in bias drifts was observed (e.g., OSTM/Jason-2) however further work is required to assess the capability of capturing the likely time-variable evolution of altimeter
errors.
For our test region, improved results would be anticipated using comprehensively retracked altimeter
products that would more robustly deal with ice and land contamination (e.g., Gommenginger et al., 2011,
Passaro et al., 2018, 2021), compared to the simplistic CP selection approach applied here. Our proposed
method is likely applicable to other regional- and global-scale studies, but further investigation and potential
modifications are required to estimate space- and time-varying bias drifts and crustal motions, particularly
in high-dynamic areas. This technique could be further enhanced by including other missions (e.g., ERS-1/2,
Envisat, and Sentinel-3A/B). Further investigation is required to evaluate the impact of residual differential
oceanographic signals that likely exist between TG and the ALT CP sampling locations. Further work is also
required to assess the merit of the technique for global studies with the inclusion of sites with non-linear behavior (e.g., due to earthquakes), that are typically excluded in similar studies (e.g., C. S. Watson et al., 2015).
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